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√ NGC RASC  SAC CALD HER-400 O-HT  O-SD Season Con Type R.A. H:m.s DEC ˚,' m_v Size " Comment 

  Sh2-155     C009        F Cep EN/DN 22:56.8 62.37 - 50x10  Cave Nebula, Sh2-155, LBN 529 

  7354            D106 F Cep PN 22:40.3 61.17 12.2 2200x1800  Kissing Lips PN, 3° NE of  δ Cephei, 

                 

  7538            D108 F Cep EN/DN 23:13.5 61.31 – 90x60  Northern Lagoon, Sh2-158, LBN 543 

  7510       H392 (7,44)    D107 F Cep OC 23:11.1 60.34 7.9 7  Dormouse 

  7380       H389 (8,77)  T106    F Cep  OC 22:47.2 58.07 7.2 20  Wizard  
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The CEP OB3-4 Strip is lining the 
outer part of our local, incurving 
Orion-Cygnus spiral arm. The HII 
regions in this region are ionized by 
hot stars in the CEP OB3 (Sh2-
155/154) and CEP OB4 (Sh2-
171/CED214) associations, all close 
by at ~1 kpc (the same distance as 
the emission nebulae in the CEP OB2 
Bubble). 
 

 
  
     The OB-associations and Hα-
emission nebulae up through the Cas 
OB 2-5 Arc are located in the nearest 
outer Perseus spiral arm of our Milky 
Way galaxy; In Cepheus, these 
include NGC 7380 in Cep OB1. 
 
     Further up in towards Cassiopeia 
are found the Cas OB-associations 
with their nebulae, starting with Cas 
OB2 (including NGC 7538 and 7510), 
and continuing further up NE in the 
Perseus arm with the Cas OB5, OB7 
and OB1 associations located at the 
end of the Cas OB 2-5 Arc, where it 
terminates E of Kappa CAS in central 
Cassiopeia. I’ll return to those in the 
NGC Fall installment on Cassiopeia. 
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OB Ass.   NGC/IC OC    H-II region           Ionizing stars                    
 CEP OB-1   NGC-7380        Sh2-142 Wizard          HD215835 (O5.5V+O6V) 
 CEP OB-1                              Sh2-132 Lion               HD211853/WR153 (WN6+O6I) 
                                                                                      HD211564/WR152 (WN3) 
 CEP OB-2a  NGC-7160 
 CEP OB-2b  IC1396,Tr37    Sh2-131 Elephant       HD206267 (O6V+O9V) 
 

 CEP OB-3                              Sh2-155 Cave               HD217086 (O7V) 
 CEP OB-4   Be59                  Sh2-171,(Parachute)  BD+66 1675 (O7V) 
                                                Ced-214                        BD+66 1673 (O5V) 
 

 CAS OB-2   NGC 7538        Sh2-158 N. Lagoon      TYC 4279-1463-1   
                     NGC-7635        Sh2-162 Bubble           BD+60 2522 (O6.5 III) 
 CAS OB-2   NCG-7510        Sh2-157 (Wolverine)  HD219460/WR157 (WN4.5+ B1 II) 
                                                                                       HD219287 (B0 Ia) 

An overview of the OB-associations and H-II nebulae in the Cepheus – Cassiopeia region. 
 

     The most prominent nebulae in the Cepheus-Cassiopeia region are the “Elephant” (Sh2-131) SE of μ CEP (Garnet *) and the 
“Parachute” (Sh2-171) around Berk 59. These are of course also the nearest CEP H-II regions at ~1 Kpc distance, close to the Cepheus 
Rift and not much further out than the NAN-Pelican complex at the Cygnus Rift. They both show structure even at 1x,  -- in the Elephant, 
I can glimpse a pair of central darker areas and the Parachute shows the umbrella of Sh2-171 plus the central knot of Ced-214. 
  

     The smaller (and more distant) H-II objects listed are clearly seen at 1x magnification, but don’t reveal much detail at “unity”. Placing 
my NVD on a small 60mm f/4 finder scope (7.8x/25°) offers more resolution: the darker central areas of the Elephant are now clearly 
seen (B160-161), and details of the smaller nebulae can be glimpsed such as (the claw of the “Wolverine” and the Bubble of Sh2-161). 
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Sh2-155 “Cave Nebula” EN-BN 
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HD217061 

 
     Looking at Cepheus, to the far N is the ~10 Myr young CEP OB3a 
association, with the still younger ~3 Myr CEP OB3b subgroup to the SE. This 
is an example of sequential star formation, where the “ignition” of OB3b has 
been driven by shock waves from OB3a.   
  

     The hot stars in OB3b (such as the type O7-V  HD217086 YSO with multiple 
components) are now sweeping out a UV stellar wind, which is ramming into 
the giant dark molecular cloud Cepheus-B (LDN 1216) to the E, thus forming 
an ionized shock front: the Sh2-155 “Cave Nebula”, with an embedded third 
generation of newborn stars. 
 

     One-degree further S is found another (but weaker) H-II region: Sh2-154, 
which is ionized by the B0 III giant star: TYC 4278-522-1. In fact, the whole 
area is veiled in faint nebulosity, which can be glimpsed when you scan the 
field in 6nm Ha narrowband … 
  

      The location of Cepheus OB3 including these OCs and nebula objects is 
relatively close by in our own local Ori-Cyg spiral arm, in the Cepheus OB 3-4 
‘strip’ at ~0.8 Kpc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 



  

 

 

Sh2-155 
 ’Cave’ Dark Nebula 

LDN 1216 

     Here’s a closer look at the Sh2-155 crescent shaped HII ionization front on the LDN 1612 
interstellar cloud of cold HI-gas and dust. The source of the ionization is a group of young (~3-5 
Myr), hot and massive type O- and early-B stars in the Cepheus OB-3b association, which is 
embedded in the giant molecular cloud: Cepheus-B. 
 

     The telescopic field where the Cave nebula hides can be identified by a N-S curving line of 4 
brighter (7-8m) stars, with the pair of ionizing stars in Cep OB-3b at the center (HD2170 86/61).  
 

     The dark nebula (LDN1216) forming the entrance to the Cave can also easily be identified by 
the absence of stars in the area SE of the ionizing stars, -- but the nebulosity is almost impossible 
to glimpse in a 4” scope using glass-only eyepieces, even under optimal conditions.  
 

     It has been observed visually as a rather ill-defined haze in a 14” scope with UHC-filter, but 
adding a Hα-filter + an image intensifier on top of the eyepiece makes the Cave emission nebula 
pop out beautifully obvious, even in my small 4” refractor. 

HD217061 
Type B1-V Be 

HD217086 
Type O7-V YSO 

Zeiss 100/640 APQ, TV 21mm ETH 
Red 610nm Longpass filter 
Photonis 4G Intens PVS14 NVD 
iPhone Xs, NightCap app, 
Exp.: 1s, Ave. 30s, ISO-800 
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‘Kissing Lips’ PN 
NGC 7354 
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     The NGC 7354 is a young (~2000 yr) 
planetary nebula found on our night 
sky ca. 3° N and 1½° E of δ Cep (the 
classic Cepheid variable). It is located at 
a distance of ~1.3 Kpc from our solar 
system, out in the interarm gap 
between our local Ori-Cyg spiral arm 
and the Perseus arm. To the E in my 
field-of-view are seen two cool, red 
stars: a type-K2 and a type-C6.4 
variable carbon star. 
 
 
     At high magnification (as in the HST 
image to the right), it is seen as a NE-
SW oriented bright inner torus, inside a 
fainter outer shell (a prolate spheroid, 
like an American football). Around the 
‘waist’ of the torus is seen many small 
brighter cometary structures 
(photoevaporating globules) created 
by high velocity flows, like those seen 
in the Helix PN. 
 

     At low magnification in my 4” scope,  
N7354 is seen as a faint, soft spot SW 
of two bright red stars; The nebula 
seems to be dangling from a chain of 
two double-stars 8’ up NNW. 
 

     Zooming in, I can discern the 
brighter walls of the inner torus as an 
oval pair of pouty lips, with brighter 
knots towards the SE and NW; -- These 
brighter spots match the position of 
the cometary outflows. 
 

HD215485 
K2  

HD215484 
V* DG Gep  
Carbon Star 
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     My target these nights has been the CAS OB2 association embedded in its ionized emission 
nebulae, and with these up in Cassiopeia currently at ~82°altitude, I was able to take full advantage 
of the “holes” in the cloud cover drifting by overhead. Extending the line from α to β CAS, it is easy 
to first center on M52 (NGC 7654), which is a rich, 35 Myr young OC beyond the CEP OB2-3-4 
associations in our Local spiral arm, but still in the foreground of the more than twice as distant 
CAS OB2 association. The highly energetic CAS OB2 stars are located in a rather dusty part of the 
Perseus spiral arm, so the extended complex of molecular clouds is lit up in a mosaic of brightly 
emitting HII-patches. 
 

 

     The largest emission nebula in this region is Sh2-157, which has the shape of a Hand (or a 
lobster claw). The northern part of Sh2-157 (Sh2-157a aka Sim 13, “the fingers”) is a ring nebula 
with the OC: Ba3 (aka Mrk50) at its center. This cluster belongs the CAS OB2 association, and its 
brightest member is the strongly ionizing binary HD 219460 consisting of a Wolf-Rayet star: WR 
157 (WN4.5) with a type B1II bright giant companion. The southern part of Sh2-157 (Sh2-157b aka 
Sim 14, “the palm”) is a compact HII region in the expanding shell around Basel-3; This area is 
partly ionized by two B0 stars: HD219286 plus the HD219287 supergiant. 
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     Sh2-162 (N7635) contains a wind-blown bubble 
around the hottest O-star in the CAS OB2 association: the 
O6.5III giant BD+60 2522. Its powerful stellar wind has 
cleared out the beautiful Bubble Nebula in the larger Sh2-
162 emission cloud. The small Bubble is itself located 
inside a larger Bubble, previously inflated by the O-star, 
so we’re here actually -- without trouble -- looking at a 
“Double Bubble”. Beautiful! (Like being treated to a 
double rainbow...). 
     

 

     Sh2-158 (N. Lagoon / Brain) is a bright HII-knot around the NGC 7538 
OC, which includes the hot ionizing O3.5-V star: TYC 4279-1463-1. It is 
located at the SW edge of the large but faint Hα emission cloud Sh2-
161. There’s a pair of darker streaks running SE-NW across the knot, 
which gives it a kind of ‘convoluted’ look, -- hence the name “The Brain” 
for Sh2-158. At low res., however, it does look more like a tadpole to 
me.  The close by – but faint – patch of emission nebulosity Sh2-159 
(LBN 543) is part of the same large molecular cloud as Sh2-158 and Sh2-
161. 
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     Sh2- 158 is a bright HII knot around the NGC 7538 OC star forming region, which 
includes the hot ionizing O3.5V star: TYC 4279-1463-1. It is located at the SW edge of the 
large but faint Hα emission cloud Sh2-161. There’s a pair of darker streaks running NW-SE 
across the knot, which gives it kind of a “convoluted” look, -- hence the name ”the Brain” 
for Sh2-158; At low-res however, it does look more like a tadpole to me. The close by - but 
faint - patch of emission nebulosity Sh2-159 (LBN543) is part of the same large molecular 
cloud as Sh2-158 and Sh2-161. 
 

     NGC 7538 is a star forming region, embedded at the core of Sh2-158 in Cas OB2, located 
at a distance of 2.6 Kpc in the Perseus spiral arm. Visually, the foreground type-K star and 
the OC type-O9 star form a nice pair, whereas the core ionizing N7538 are best seen in IR. 
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Astrophysical Journal,  
616:1042–1057, Dec. 2004  

N7538 

     Purely visually, Sh2-158  can be seen from a dark sky like a pair of 
hazy ‘eyes’ (the type-K and O9 star), -- somewhat like a faint version 
of the ‘frosty window’ nebula (M78, NGC2068) in Orion. 
 

     NGC 7510  is a 10 Myr young OC at ~3 Kpc distance, still surrounded 
by the faint remains of a natal cocoon of gas. It contains a tight cluster 
of massive hot type early-B stars. At low magnification it is just a tight 
fuzzy knot of starlight, while zooming-in – according to O’Meara – the 
small OC takes on the appearance of a cuddled up, sleeping 
Dormouse, with its head up NE and the tail down SW.  
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   NGC 7380 is a young (4.5 Myr) open star cluster, discovered by Caroline Herschel in 1787. 
It is located in the CEP OB-1 association in the S part of Cepheus, but at ~2½ Kpc distance 
from our solar system out in the Perseus spiral arm. This bright, active star-forming region 
is part of a much larger molecular cloud in Cepheus, called NGC 7380E, with a total mass 
estimated to be 6000-15000 solar masses 
 

    The HII region Sh2-142 (Wizard Nebula) was cataloged by Sharpless as in 1959. It 
is located together with the Lion Nebula (Sh2-132) at the SW end of the Cassiopeia OB-Arc. 
At least 11 of the OB-stars in N7380 are ionizing (i.e., earlier than type B2), with the main 
ionizing star being the spectroscopic binary HD215825 that has a pair of hot type-O stars 
(O5.5V+O6V) in close eclipsing orbit (making it a variable star: DH Cep). Another strongly 
ionizing star is the type B0-Ib supergiant: HD215806, just NW of the N7380 OC. 
 

      It is difficult to observe the Wizard visually with glass eyepieces: the reflection part 
requires dark skies + O-III filter, but the ionized part is easily seen with 6nm Hα filter + NVD.  
There’s a pair of ionized fronts at the edge of two lanes of dark nebulae running in a NE-SW 
direction through the emission cloud, giving it an overall appearance of a clamshell with 
scalloped rims or (with a bit more imagination): a floating “Gandalf” figure with head and 
pointed hat at the position of the N7380 OC, two arms stretched out SE-NW, plus a long 
white wide robe trailing down towards the SW. There are also several small, cold and dark 
dust clouds around his face and in the hip area, which help sculpture the figure. 
 

. 
     
 
 
 

     The view of nebulosity (Sh2-142) using night vision is of course nowhere 
near the detailed RGB+narrowband long exposure photos of bright Hα 
arcuate clouds, rims and knots interlaced with embedded dust lanes and 
reflection veils, as can be seen in long exposure imaging of this splendid 
object. -- Still, the Wizard is a nice friend to visit with a small refractor from 
my suburban backyard! 
 

     Visually, the N7280 OC shows up as a scattered cluster of ~100 9m stars, 
most young (~3 Myr) and hot MS-stars of type O-B. At low power the OC is 
just a triangular glow, but zooming in, it’s a shimmering field of stars with 
hints of nebulosity, glimpsed as dark patches and  faint glows around stars. 
     
 
 
 



  

Some Star Hops 
 
 
 
 
 

Link to PDF: https://qualitycode.files.wordpress.com/2022/09/classicngc-f-cep.pdf 
 

Link to website: https://qualitycode.wordpress.com/ 
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